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The Stone Lows is a rock band made up of equal parts high-energy performances, 
neo-psychedelic washes of sounds, pop-driven melodic hooks, and constant need to 
consistently combine and push the boundaries of music genres. The four-piece rock band 
thrives on perpetual sonic experimentation and creating as massive of a sound as possible. 
 
From upstate New York, Liam Welch, Henry O’Brien, and Alex Klick had been playing music 
together mainly as a cover band since 2014, with constantly changing roles until a permanent 
lineup - with O’Brien playing electric bass, Klick on drums, and Welch on guitar and vocals - was 
established under the short-lived name Shinbashira.  After a handful years spent playing songs 
by artists such as Modest Mouse, Talking Heads, and The Strokes, the three decided to take 
their high school pastime more seriously under a new name, and began writing original music. 
By 2016, the Stone Lows were formed.  In 2018, the Stone Lows’ current lineup was established 
when Ed McAndrew, from the Rochester jazz band Bird Up! and formerly from Miles Down 
Below, joined the band playing rhythm guitar. 
 
The group goes forward with the influence of countless genres and artists behind them.  From 
the psychedelic sonic atmosphere and vibe of the 1960’s to the driving basslines that bleed 
melodic hooks and vintage tones, from the subtle funk and jazz flares of the hectic and 
energetic drumming to the persistent volleys of guitar riffs washed in effects ranging manically 
from ethereal to aggressive, the Stone Lows combine new sounds and old to create a new 
sound that is all their own.  
 
On May 24th, 2018, the Stone Lows released their debut single,  Come Around .  The follow-up 
singles  Talking to Myself,  and  Nights Like This  were released on September 14th, 2018.  Their 
debut album,  Oceans Apart,  came out on December 21st, 2018. 
 
 
 


